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Monday 

 

Yes, I agree with you, dearest, that it would be better to go away some where the first of 

November.  I am not in favor of waiting another month.  We can decide when you come 

whether it shall be Naples or the South.  I hope very much you will come Wednesday.  

Let me know what time you can get here.  We can always be more alone during the day 

than in the evening, so I hope you will come right here in the afternoon and we can have 

a little visit by ourselves first.  I think Mother will be perfectly friendly, perhaps not 

desperately cordial.  Mr. Parker is subsiding a little.  He says that is only one large room 

at Mrs. Stone’s in Fifty sixth street, and he thinks that is taken by a couple for the winter.  

Perhaps it is just as well, for you can be more independent almost anywhere else.  I still 

have a small lump on my eyelid, not painful at all, but visible.  I expect to have it looked 

at, but have been putting it off.  I see by your letter that some of my epistles have missed 

you, one any way, possibly two, that went to Hague.  I was so delighted with the Autumn 

leaves, and thanked you for them.  Your thought of me made them dear, and then they 

meant I should see you soon.  Then I sent you a long account your visit to Long Island.  

Bennie must have neglected to forward your mail.  If it was Matrimonial difficulties we 

can sympathize.  I think I have answered all you queries, that is, all that I can.  I try to be 

definite in such things. 

 Maude is visiting Mrs. Brandreth, and Aunt Kitty and Lucy are just starting to 

visit the Thompsons, in Crawford, so we shall have a smaller household.  I have an 

engagement up town with some of the Fraternity girl and must be off.  I would be sure 

this would reach you tomorrow so that you could let me know what time to look for you  

Wednesday.  I shall count on you, so don’t fail me.   

Simply cannot wait another day. 

       Your impatient  

       Little Girl 
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